ODP
VISUAL CORE DESCRIPTION
SEDIMENTS / SEDIMENTARY ROCKS
SECTION DESCRIPTION

0-15 D
- varicolored (see color column)
calcareous silty mudstone
- darker brown/green horizon (5Y4/1)
generally well laminated on a mm
scale w/ common zones of silty
layers & micro cross lamination including
climbing ripples & very low angle (~25°)
x-lamination
- 39 three darker layers are generally
free of burrows
- 52 probable Tbc turbidite at 36-39 cm
- 58 may also possibly be
countercurrent?

- poorly developed scaly fabric
occurs in some drill discards in
green portions (5G4/2) of core, especially
17-28 cm, 90-102 cm, 135-139 cm